Bring valuable data into focus

EASILY CONNECT ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS WITH THE PTC NAVIGATE ERP INTEGRATION VALUE READY DEPLOYMENT

Product data is a company’s most valuable asset and it shouldn’t be kept a secret. However, in most businesses only a small amount of data actually gets used because of disparate systems with limited visibility. This lack in transparency results in loss of money, quality issues and missed opportunities.

PTC Navigate is a new set of applications that lets more stakeholders across a company access and impact product data sourced from multiple systems in a simple, role-based interface. It is revolutionary tool for viewing PLM data.

The value of PTC Navigate can be enhanced further by integrating other enterprise systems like ERP. By building new applications, organizations can pull data from multiple systems into one easy to use space, providing greater visibility and enhanced analysis. The result is a rapid way for your team to get data from the vast data pool of your organization into an easy to consume space.

Connect valuable data in as little as one week with the ERP Integration VRD

The ERP Integration VRD accelerates time to value by quickly connecting your part data with costing and inventory information in your ERP System. By integrating this critical data into a centralized location, organizations increase visibility and achieve better, more informed business decisions.

The right approach matters

PTC Global Services will be your trusted guide through your first integration. Our experts will:

- Connect: Integrate 1 ERP system via PTC Navigate
- Configure: Add additional attributes from your Windchill PLM system
- Deploy: Test and create an easy to deploy package for your production system
- Adopt: Ensure rapid adoption with quick video tutorials and quick reference cards

Experience matters

PTC Global Services’ consultants have extensive experience leading PLM implementations with customers in multiple industries. We bring:

- Expertise – Unmatched depth in PTC product expertise based on our 20+ years of experience and a channel of innovation with PTC R&D to ensure tight solution alignment with PTC solution roadmap and lowest solution total cost of ownership.
• Accelerated Deployment – Only PTC Global Services provides Value Ready Deployments, a prescriptive deployment approach built using proven, repeatable best practices.

• Optimized Performance – PTC is uniquely positioned to bring innovation to our solutions for continuous performance improvement. Additionally, our PTCU trainers provide unmatched expertise and effective learning programs that fuel successful user adoption.

The benefit is real results faster and lower cost while delivering the confidence you need to quickly deliver value.

Learn more

PTC Windchill with PTC Navigate represents a tremendous opportunity to achieve the vision of Smart Connected PLM. Check out all the resources you need to make the right choice for your upgrade or learn more about PTC Navigate:

• Upgrade Services Resource Center
• Windchill 11 Product Page
• PTC Navigate Product Page

Ready for action? - Talk to a PTC Global Services Consultant today.